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Why to track the Andre Cronje Projects?
The Andre Cronje Projects are mostly Community-based DEFI projects, that signify how the
community’s view of the DEFI market. It presents a different view of the current crypto market
situations comparing to index that tracks total market cap, which, traditional cryptocurrencies
dominate, such as BTC, ETH, ADA, XRP, LTC, BCH, etc.
ACX Pricing = Total Market Cap of Projects Owned by Andre Cronje / 5 Billion
For example, right now the total market caps is 1.2b, ACX price = 1.2b/5b = $0.24
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Current Projects Covered: 8
YFI

SUSHI

KP3R

COVER

CREAM

PICKLE

AKRO

CVP

yearn.finance
Keep3rV1
Cream
Akropolis

Suchi
Cover Protocol
Pickle Finance
PowerPool
Concentrated Voting
Power

Reference:
coingecko.com/en?category_id=yearn-yfi-partnerships-mergers

Tokenomics
TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY: 10 MILLION
This is the total supply of ACX tokens at the time of launch.
INITIAL CIRCULATION SUPPLY
Most tokens sold in fundraise and allocated for the ecosystem are locked. The initial Circulating Supply
of [ACX] is (18.083%) of the total supply. The [ACX] fundraise is set up to only allow investors who
demonstrate strategic value and a long-term interest in the future of the project.
INITIAL LIQUIDITY
These tokens (5% of initial total supply) are allocated for initial uniswap liquidity. (We might consider to
move our liquidity to sushiswap later). The liquidity will be locked for 12 months.
INITIAL MARKET CAP
Approximately 433,000 USD
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Fundraise | 29% Supply
STRATEGIC PRESALE | 27%
Sell at discount price $0.11, vest over 3 months. 9% unlocked instantly.
PUBLIC OFFERING | 2%
Sell at Price of Launch, $0.24. 100% unlocked.

Operational Reserves | 71% Supply
ECOSYSTEM | 30%
Vested over 36 months, 0.833% of total supply released each month.
FOUNDATION | 9%
Vested over 12 months, 0.75% of total supply released each month.
ADVISORS | 6%
Vested over 12 months, 0.5% of total supply released each month.
INITIAL LIQUIDITY | 5%
Locked for 12 months.
Total Liquidity at Launch: $240,000
LIQUIDITY RESERVE | 8%
If needed, will be used to add additional liquidity to pool.
STAKING REWARDS | 13%
The ACX staking pool can refill itself at every rebase, making it a self-sustaining liquidity staking
rewards program. 13% are the initial allocation to the rewards pool.
Tokens reserved and not circulating until deployed into the staking rewards pool.
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